DOC / DOC XL
DOC
design giulio manzoni
Doc is a comfortable sofa with fully removable
covering , that with a simple movement and no strain
becomes a practical bunk bed, provided with a safe
ladder integrated in the structure which is also a
support and a protective barrier.

DOC XL
design giulio manzoni
Doc XL is a comfortable sofa with fully removable
covering , that with a simple movement and no strain
becomes a practical bunk bed, provided with a safe
ladder integrated in the structure which is also a
support and a protective barrier

EN

Dimensions:
Closed sofa 2060 x 900 x 950 mm
/ 81.1 x 35.4 x 37.4 inches
Bunk bed 2060 x 900 x 1390 mm
/ 81.1 x 35.4 x 54.7 inches
Available space between the two beds 670 mm
/ 26.4 inches

Dimensions :
Closed Sofa 2450 x 880 x 720 mm
/ 28.3 x 34.6 x 28.3 inches
Bunk bed 2450 x 880 x 1380 mm
/ 28.3 x 34.6 x 54.3 inches
Available space between the two beds 670 mm
/ 26.4 inches

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Opening mechanism with gas pistons. Lifting of the lower bed by a rotation movement, with supporting ladder and protection bar.
Tubular structure in iron painted with epoxy powder and feet in nylon.
Bed base with frame in enforced tubular iron and slates in multilayered bent beech wood fixed to the frame with adjustable gaskets made of nylon/
rubber.
Mattress locking belts in nylon with fasteners in black nylon.
Stuffing: version fully in polyurethane foam: polyurethane foam with density 16kg/m3 (1.8pa) + covering in fibre with support gr. 500/m2 + 100% cotton
white fabric. Version with polyurethane + feather: structure in polyurethane foam with density 16kg/m3 (1.8pa) + covering in fibre with support gr. 500/
m2 + 100% cotton white fabric. Cushions in feathers made of goose white feathers with Silver label Assopiuma, with an inner part in polyurethane foam
density 25 kg/m3 (3,6 kpa), covering in 100% cotton fabric.
Fully removable covering. Washable as per label on the fabric.
Available finishings for DOC: Lateral sides in toulipier wood painted Whited/graphite/tobacco Oak or lacquered in Clei colours
Spring mattresses with springing in tempered steel wires diam. 2,50 mm, felt GR1200/M2, n. 1 sheet for each side. Stuffing is made of carded wadding
layers; covering in 100% cotton with embroidered sides.
Mattress in polyurethane foam at high density ( 25), with stuffing in cotton layers. Covering in 100% cotton fabric with embroidered sides.
INSTALLATION AND SAFETY
The transformable system DOC is supplied completely assembled. It is possible disassemble it to make the transportation to the final destination
easier.
In the bunk bed version it is compulsory to put the ladder in the duly vertical position, because it has function of support and it avoids as well that the
upper bed flaps. Maximum weight supported by each single bed kg. 150
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